INDOOR/OUTDOOR REPELLENT

A SCENT-BASED TRAINING AID FOR DOGS & CATS

WILL REPEL DOGS & CATS FOR 12 TO 24 HOURS WHEN APPLIED DAILY

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
Methyl nonyl ketone ............ 1.90%
Related compounds ............... 10%
OTHER INGREDIENTS .................. 98.00%

EXPIRATION DATE: ELEVEN MONTHS AFTER THE MANUFACTURING OF THE PRODUCT.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

See back panel for additional precautionary statements.

EPA RES. NO. 2724-511-66072
EPA EST. NO. 11623-GA-3
EPA Est. No. corresponds to the first number on the bottom of the container

Net Weight
14 oz./395 g.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION: Harmful if absorbed through the skin. Avoid contact with eyes, skin or clothing. Prolonged or frequently repeated skin contact may cause allergic reaction in some individuals. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling.

FIRST AID

IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING
• Take off contaminated clothing.
• Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF IN EYES
• Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
• Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

HOTLINE NUMBER

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. You may also contact CHEMTREC® at 1-800-424-9300 for emergency medical treatment information.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Contents under pressure. Do not use or store near open flame. Do not puncture or incinerate container. Exposure to temperatures above 130°F may cause bursting.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

IT IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL LAW TO USE THIS PRODUCT IN A MANNER INCONSISTENT WITH ITS LABELING.

USE RESTRICTIONS

DO NOT USE IN COMMERCIAL FOOD PROCESSING OR PREPARATION AREAS. IN THE HOME, COVER ALL EXPOSED FOOD, FOOD PROCESSING SURFACES, AND UTENSILS DURING TREATMENT. DO NOT SPRAY FOOD OR FEED CROPS. THIS PRODUCT REPELS DOGS AND CATS FOR UP TO 24 HOURS WHEN APPLIED DAILY. KEEPS PETS AWAY FROM FURNITURE, CARPET, TREES, SHRUBS, GARBAGE CANS/BAGS, AND OTHER "FORBIDDEN AREAS".

INDOOR USE: Use indoors to break your pet's undesirable habits such as sleeping on furniture and rugs or to keep out of forbidden areas. Always use with consistent training. Praise your pet for good behavior and scold for bad behavior.

PRETREATMENT DIRECTIONS: Before spraying large areas of rugs, fabrics or plastics, test the effect of this product by treating a small inconspicuous area. This product may stain or soften some fabrics or plastics. To avoid possible damage, spray a piece of cloth lightly and place it on the object or area to be protected. Application Directions: Spray the object lightly with this product until slightly moistened. Retreatment Directions: Repeat daily, or as necessary, until undesirable habit is broken.

OUTDOOR USE: Use outdoors to prevent dogs and cats from disturbing flower beds, areas of lawn, trees, shrubbery, fences, patio furniture, and garbage cans/bags. Always use with consistent training. Praise your pet for good behavior and scold for bad behavior.

OUTDOOR USE: Use outdoors to prevent dogs and cats from disturbing flower beds, areas of lawn, trees, shrubbery, fences, patio furniture, and garbage cans/bags.

NOTE: This product is not likely to break the established urination patterns of dogs unless it is used as a training aid.

Before spraying large areas of rugs, fabrics or plastics, test the effect of this product on a small inconspicuous area. This product may stain or soften some fabrics or plastics. To avoid possible damage, spray a piece of cloth lightly and place it on the object or area to be protected. Application Directions: Spray the object lightly with this product until slightly moistened. Retreatment Directions: Repeat daily, or as necessary, until undesirable habit is broken.

QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?

Call us at 1-800-448-8552 or visit our website at www.OutPetCare.com.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Storage: Store only in a cool, dry place inaccessible to children and pets, away from heat and open flame.

Disposal: Do not puncture or incinerate. If Empty: Place in trash or offer for recycling, if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions.
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